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information and communication technology (ICT) 186, 187
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management 65, 70
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market research 266
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organizational capital 248
organizational innovation 206
organizational paradigm 319
organizational politics 78
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physical data 75
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political data 76
political reform 213, 270
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production factor 247
Production Macro-Process 63
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public dissatisfaction 213
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questionnaires 280

R
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Reach Technologies 55
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rival hypotheses 102

S
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sampling 105
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Scandinavian Projects 160
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semi-structured interviews 224
shared benefits 85
shared commitment 84
shared control 85
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skill shortage 301
small business performance 304
social democracy 158
social development 25, 28
Social Development Index (SDI) 33
social risks 157
social security institution 271
societal structures 226
Socioeconomic Data 76
software (SW) companies 309
software business incubators 265
software development 309
software industry 258
software market 260
software packages 304
software quality enhancement 309
software selection 304
software skills development program (SSDP) 264
spatial data 71, 75
spatial data gaps 77
structural capital 248, 252
supplemental system 119
system analysis 278
system objectives 282
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target markets 266
technological acculturation 97
technological awareness 212
technological culturation (TC) 99
technology application difficulties 301
technology mismatch 100
technology provocateur 138, 147
telecommunications infrastructure 33
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television density 33
tertiary education 18
time estimates 280
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Total Management Approach 301
traditional implementation factors 102
transference of information technology 100
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